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45

1. Introduction

46

A registry-based study is an investigation of a research question using the infrastructure of (a) new or

47

(an) existing registry(-ies) for patient recruitment and data collection. A registry-based study may be a

48

clinical trial, to which the provisions of Directive 2001/20/EC or of Regulation (EU) No 536/2014 (when

49

it becomes applicable) apply, or a non-interventional study if it fulfills the corresponding requirements

50

specified in Directive 2001/20/EC (see Annex of Questions & Answers document, Version 11.0, May

51

2013) or Regulation (EU) No 536/2014

52

and/or secondary use of data collected in a patient registry for another purpose than the given study

53

(see definitions in Appendix 1). A patient registry is defined in this Guideline as an organised system

54

that collects data and information on a group of people defined by a particular disease or condition,

55

and that serves a pre-determined scientific, clinical and/or public health (policy) purpose. The use of

1

(1). A registry-based study may apply primary data collection

56

the term ‘patient’ in combination with ‘registry’ (i.e. patient registry) is used to highlight the focus of

57

the dataset on health information. The terms ‘people’ and ‘patients’ used in this definition and

58

Guideline are synonyms, independently of the health status of the individual.

59

The EMA Patient Registry Initiative and the Cross-Committee Task Force on Registries (2) have

60

explored ways to improve the use of patient registries for registry-based studies in order to support

61

the benefit-risk evaluation of medicinal products. Recommendations on aspects to be addressed for

62

such studies were issued in five workshops on specific registries (3) and in the CHMP Qualification

63

Opinions for two registry platforms via the EMA Scientific Advice Working Party (4) (5). The EMA’s

64

Cross-Committee Task Force on Registries also published for consultation a discussion paper on

65

methodological and operational aspects of the use of patient registries for regulatory purposes. The

66

information gained in these activities has been integrated in this Guideline, which also uses

67

recommendations from the PARENT Joint Action Methodological Guidance (6), the EUnetHTA’s Registry

68

Evaluation and Quality Standards Tool (REQueST) (7), the US Agency for Healthcare Research and

69

Quality (AHRQ)’s Users’ Guide on registries (8), and the European Platform on Rare Diseases

70

Registration (9).

71

2. Scope and objective

72

The objective of this Guideline is to provide recommendations on key methodological aspects that are

73

specific to the use of patient registries by marketing authorisation applicants and holders (MAAs/MAHs)

74

planning to conduct studies. To support these recommendations, aspects of patient registries that

75

regulators consider important for their use in registry-based studies are included in the Annex.

76

Relevant legal basis and regulatory requirements that apply to these studies are listed in Chapter 4.

77

This Guideline focusses on studies based on disease registries or condition registries to study the

78

utilisation, safety and effectiveness of medicines prescribed to or consumed by patients included in the

79

registry. Such registries are characterised by the presence or occurrence of a particular disease or

80

disease-related patient characteristic, such as a set of signs or symptoms, or a specific condition, such

81

as a pregnancy (pregnancy registry), a birth defect or a molecular or genomic feature. They may have

82

different purposes, such as to collect data on natural history of the disease, to monitor the clinical

83

status, quality of life, comorbidities and treatments of patients over time or to monitor and improve

84

overall quality of care. They may provide an important source of information on diseases, patients,

85

standards of care, utilisation of drugs, devices and procedures and outcomes of treatments. They may,

86

in particular, represent an important source of data on rare diseases or populations such as those

87

treated with advanced therapy medicinal products (ATMP) (10), including gene therapy (11).

1
In this Guideline, the terms “non-interventional study” is used to indicate both a non-interventional study
(Regulation (EU) No 536/2014) and a non-interventional trial (Directive 2001/20/EC).
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88

The term product registry is sometimes used to indicate a system of data collection targeting patients

89

exposed to a specific medicinal product, single substance or therapeutic class and who are followed

90

over time with the aim to evaluate the use, safety, effectiveness or another outcome of this exposure.

91

This type of data collection system corresponds to a clinical trial or a non-interventional study and does

92

not include specific aspects related to the use of patient registries. For these reasons, the term product

93

registry is not used in this Guideline.

94

Details on procedural aspects related to the interactions with regulators on registry-based study

95

protocols and results are not within the scope of this Guideline. These can be found in the relevant

96

guidance documents published on the EMA website, and references are included throughout this

97

document as appropriate.

98

Although this Guideline is primarily targeted to MAAs/MAHs, it is also relevant to patients and to

99

persons involved in the funding, creation and management of registries, those participating in the

100

collection and analysis of registry data, and those planning to use the registry information and

101

infrastructure to perform registry-based studies with a possible regulatory purpose.

102

3.

Methods and processes
3.1. Use of registry-based studies for evidence generation

103
104

The use of a registry-based study for a regulatory purpose depends on many factors related to its

105

relevance to answer a specific research question, the characteristics of the concerned registry, the

106

quality of the data collected and the design and analytical plan of the proposed study (12). Prior

107

consultation with national competent authorities, where applicable, and with EMA via the procedure for

108

Scientific advice and protocol assistance is therefore recommended when a registry-based study is

109

proposed to be used (13). Examples where registry-based studies may be useful for evidence

110

generation are presented below.

111

•

To supplement the evidence generated in the pre-authorisation phase

112
113

Pre-clinical studies and clinical trials are at the core of the scientific evaluation of the efficacy and

114

safety of medicines prior to granting a marketing authorisation. In some circumstances, this

115

evaluation may be supported by observational evidence derived from patient registries. Examples

116

of such evidence include information on standards of care for the disease, incidence and

117

determinants of disease outcomes in clinical practice, characteristics of the target population, or

118

validity of a surrogate endpoint used in the evaluation. In some Member States, diagnostic

119

monitoring of patients, e.g. imaging methods such as CT-scans and laboratory testing, should be

120

strictly limited to normal clinical practice if the registry-based study is not registered as a clinical

121

trial.

122

Studies based on patient registries may also contextualise the results of uncontrolled trials, provide

123

comparator groups of patients for a single arm trial on a case-by-case basis where a randomised

124

controlled trial (RCT) is deemed not feasible or unethical, and support registry-based randomised

125

controlled trials (RRCTs) for patient recruitment (for example to identify patients meeting

126

inclusion/exclusion criteria) and data collection (14) (15). It is recommended to obtain Scientific

127

Advice from EMA and, where applicable, of the concerned national competent authorities on the

128

acceptability of the chosen approach to evidence generation in case deviations from a traditional

129

RCT design are considered.

130
131

•

To provide data sources or infrastructure for post-authorisation evidence generation
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132

Patient registry-based studies can be data sources for RCTs and non-interventional studies, post-

133

authorisation efficacy studies (PAES) (16) or post-auhorisation safety studies (PASS) (17) that may

134

be performed after marketing authorisation. The interventions performed to monitor efficacy or

135

safety compared to the SmPC and normal clinical practice determines if the post authorisation

136

study is a clinical trial or a non-interventional study, and randomisation of subjects results in the

137

registry-based study being considered a clinical trial. In the context of products that have been

138

previously investigated in RCTs, registry-based studies may help, for example, to estimate and

139

predict the effectiveness of adapted drug dosing schemes applied in clinical practice and

140

understand effectiveness and safety of medicinal products in a broader clinical disease-related

141

context and a more heterogenous patient population. Registry-based PASS can provide data to

142

quantify and characterise risks, to identify risk factors for the occurrence of adverse reactions, to

143

evaluate the safety profile of a medicinal product in long-term use, or to assess patterns of drug

144

utilisation that add to knowledge on the benefit risk profile of the medicinal product. Registry-

145

based studies may require linkage between different data sources through a unique patient

146

identifier, if feasible.

147

A large proportion of ATMPs are developed for very rare diseases. This has an impact on the type

148

of clinical trials (e.g. single arm trials with external control groups) and the size of the safety and

149

efficacy database at the time of approval. The follow-up of safety and efficacy of ATMPs after

150

approval is therefore mandatory (10), and PAES and PASS are often imposed for post-authorisation

151

evidence generation. These are frequently and preferentially performed on the basis of existing

152

disease registries.

153

•

To evaluate the effects of medications received during pregnancy

154
155

Pregnancy registries include pregnant women followed up to collect information on outcomes of

156

pregnancy and in the offspring for a given medicinal product. Besides the challenges of recruitment

157

and retention of pregnant women, specific challenges of such studies relate to the completeness of

158

information on pregnancy outcomes and the ascertainment of the exposure window/trimester,

159

which may require linkage with data captured in birth defects registries, teratology information

160

services or electronic health care records where mother-child linkage is possible (18).

3.2. Differences between a registry-based study and a patient
registry

161
162
163

Important methodological differences between a registry-based study and a registry are summarised in

164

the table below. The principles outlined in the table are further explained in chapters 3.3 to 3.9 for the

165

registry-based studies and in the Annex for the patient registries.
Registry-based study

Patient registry

1. Definition

Investigation of a research question or
hypothesis using data from an existing
patient registry or from a registry
newly set-up for the study.

Data collection system on a group of
people defined by a particular disease
or condition, established for a specific
purpose and used to conduct a
registry-based study.

2. Timelines

Timelines driven by the
collection/extraction and analysis of
the data relevant for the specific study
objective(s).

Generally planned to be long-term;
timelines driven by schedules for
routine data collection and any
anticipated data analyses which
prompted the registry.

3. Patient
enrolment

Defined by research objective(s) - may
be a subset of a registry population; in

Aimed at complete enrolment within
the boundaries of the purpose of the
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166

case of a clinical trial, allocation to
treatment (e.g. with randomisation) is
to be documented; representativeness
and generalisability of the study results
to be analysed and documented.

registry; representativeness and
generalisability of registry data to be
documented.

4. Data collection

Restricted to what is needed by the
research question including data on
potential confounders and effect
modifiers; additional data collection
may also be required; if such
additional data includes subject
monitoring outside SmPC and normal
clinical practice, the legislation for
clinical trials apply; study may involve
primary data collection or secondary
use of data.

Wide range of data may be collected
depending on the purpose of the
registry; there should be an agreed
core set of data elements to be
collected with harmonised definitions,
common coding system and common
data entry procedures.

5. Analysis plan

Detailed statistical considerations most
commonly defined in separate
document in addition to study protocol
and to registry protocol; hypothesis
driven statistical analysis plan.

Statistical analysis plan with analyses
that are often descriptive and
performed routinely at intervals based
on patient accrual or defined time
schedules described in the registry
protocol.

6. Data quality
control

Additional quality assurance to be
performed for the study data; quality
control to be prospectively defined and
assessed with a risk-based approach;
for RRCTs, data quality control involves
central adjudication of events and
treatment complications.

Applied routinely to data and processes
with a focus on core set of data
elements; data systems to ensure data
integrity (i.e. system validation).

3.3. Planning a registry-based study

167

Planning a registry-based study requires to identify one or several suitable registry(-ies), to obtain the

168

agreement to collaborate from each registry as well as from each individual centre if no central registry

169

coordination exists, to identify a third-party to be possibly involved in the study and to set up a

170

database, a data extraction process and quality control activities.

171

It is therefore recommended to discuss early with regulators, through Scientific Advice, both nationally

172

and at EMA, the feasibility of the use of the registries to meet regulatory needs and the legal

173

requirements for clinical trials. The EMA PRIority MEdicines (PRIME) procedure (19), if applicable, and

174

pre-submission meetings can also be used in the pre-authorisation phase. In case of ATMPs, a strategy

175

for post-authorisation activities should be developed in the pre-authorisation phase and discussed in

176

scientific advice and PRIME procedures if applicable.

177

Early discussions should take place with involvement of the concerned Rapporteurs or Lead Member

178

States (and concerned EMA Committees) as well as the MAA/MAH, registry holders and health

179

technology assessment (HTA) bodies if relevant. It is the responsibility of the MAA/MAH to include in

180

the discussion the holders of the registry(-ies) intended to be used.

181

MAAs/MAHs proposing a registry-based study should provide adequate information regarding the

182

availability of data, the quality management applied and the feasibility of introducing any additional

183

data collection and quality control measures. In case of primary data collection, adequate measures

184

may be needed to detect and promptly report adverse events of interest. A feasibility analysis should

185

be considered by the MAA/MAH or research organisation initiating the study prior to the writing of the

186

study protocol to guide its development and facilitate the discussion with regulators, HTA bodies and
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187

any other party. The feasibility analysis should be performed in collaboration with registry holders and

188

include the following information:

189

•

General description of the registry(-ies) or coordinated registry network; the Checklist for

190

evaluating the suitability of registries for registry-based studies (see Appendix 2) can be used to

191

prepare this description.

192

•

Analysis of the availability of the data elements needed for the study (including relevant

193

confounding and effect-modifying variables) and of the capacity to collect any additional data

194

elements or introduce additional data collection methods if necessary.

195

•

Analysis of the quality and completeness of the available data elements needed for the study,

196

information on missing data and possible data imputations, and results of any verification or

197

validation (e.g. through an audit) performed; if several registries are planned to be used, analysis

198

of the differences that may exist between them and of the possible impact of these differences.

199

•

Description of processes in place for the identification, analysis and reporting of adverse events of

200

special interest (AESIs), suspected adverse reactions (ADRs) or suspected unexpected serious

201

adverse reactions (SUSARs), and capacity to introduce additional processes for their collection if

202

needed.

203

•

Available data on the number of centres involved in the registry(-ies), numbers of registered

204

patients and active patients, number of new patients enrolled per month/year, duration of follow-

205

up, missing data and losses to follow-up; based on this information, analysis of the feasibility of

206

the study and of the time needed to complete patient recruitment for the study.

207

•

Analysis of any potential information bias, selection bias due to the inclusion/exclusion criteria of

208

centres and patients, potential time bias between and within registry(-ies), and potential losses to

209

follow-up.

210

•

211

Analysis of any potential confounding bias that may arise in the proposed registry-based study if
some data elements are not available or cannot be collected or measured.

212

•

Analytical issues that may arise based on the data characteristics and the study design.

213

•

Any data privacy issues and governance-related issues such as data sharing and funding source

214
215
216

(see chapter A.5 of the Annex).
•

Overall evaluation of the suitability of the registry for the specific study, taking into account any
missing information on the above-mentioned aspects.

217

The final report of the feasibility analysis may be submitted either separately or as part of the

218

proposed protocol for a registry-based study and should be published in the EU PAS Register (20) in

219

order to inform on the feasibility of other studies in the same registry and avoid duplication of work.

220

For regulatory studies addressing a class of products where all concerned MAHs have the same

221

obligation to perform a study, MAHs are encouraged to design a joint registry-based study or to join an

222

already existing study on the same topic. For clinical trials, this could be performed through joint trial

223

sponsorship as provided for in Regulation (EU) No 536/2014.

224

3.4. Study protocol

225

The study protocol should describe how the registry infrastructure and population will be used to

226

address the scientific question of interest, how the study will be conducted and how the validity (both

227

internal and external) of the results will be ensured. The legislation on clinical trials should be followed
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228

to determine if a registry-based study should be labelled as a clinical trial or a non-interventional

229

study.

230

Designing a registry-based study also implies to consider how the requirements of the data protection

231

legislation will be fulfilled in terms of adequate procurement of patient informed consent, depending on

232

the type of study (clinical trial vs. non-interventional study) and the patient information consent that

233

was signed when the patient initially registered (21). The study protocol should specify how the data

234

protection regulation will be followed, e.g. if the data is not already provided in an anonymised way

235

excluding the identification of the patient (see Chapter 4).

236

The study protocol should follow the existing regulatory requirements for the study topic and for its

237

type of design, such as the ICH E6 (22), ICH E8 (23) and ICH E9 (24) guidelines, technical guidance

238

on the format and content of the protocol for non-interventional PASS (25) or the Scientific Guidance

239

on PAES (16). The study protocol should apply the best methodological standards, such as the ENCePP

240

Guide on Methodological standards in pharmacoepidemiology (26).

241

The framework of the ICH E9 (R1) addendum on estimands and sensitivity analysis in clinical trials

242

(27) should be considered for studies aiming to measure treatment effects. The ENCePP Checklist for

243

Study Protocols (28) identifies important questions to be addressed when designing a non-

244

interventional study and writing the study protocol.

245

A registry-based study may include primary data collection (i.e. collection of information on the events

246

of interest for the purpose of the study directly from the patients, caregivers, healthcare professionals

247

or other persons involved in the patient care) and/or secondary use of data (i.e. use of data collected

248

in the registry for a purpose other than the given study) (see Appendix 1). The method of data

249

collection should be clearly specified in the study protocol as it has implications with regards to prior

250

data knowledge, potential sources of bias and safety reporting requirements. Where the registry-based

251

study entails secondary use of data, the study protocol should specify the events of interest that

252

are/are not collected in the registry and discuss the risk for bias in such secondary data use. The

253

protocol should also specify agreements made with the registry holder on the additional variables that

254

can be added to the registry prior to study start, with timelines for their introduction and data

255

availability. To avoid misclassification of outcome and information bias, dedicated and complete search

256

strategies and appropriate definition of the outcome of interest should be performed.

257

The protocol should provide an estimation of the study size needed to answer the research question.

258

The feasibility of attaining this study size within the registry should be assessed using realistic

259

assumptions, both in terms of number of patients (taking into account the inclusion and exclusion

260

criteria) and in terms of duration of follow-up. This should include considerations regarding the

261

estimand and intercurrent events as well as missing data, the need for imputation, and consequent

262

considerations on effect and sample size [ICH E9 (R1)] (27). Where there are doubts about the

263

feasibility of achieving the required study size, possible extension of the study population by recruiting

264

from (an)other registry(-ies) could be considered, weighing the strengths and limitations of using a

265

single registry versus combining datasets of patients with the same disease across multiple registries.

266

If a registry-based study is to be conducted across multiple registries, a common study protocol should

267

be developed based on core data elements and a common design, even if some aspects of the study

268

may vary according to the characteristics of each registry and not all outcomes may be combined

269

across all registries. Nevertheless, the protocol should also describe differences between registries,

270

critically discuss the potential impact of such differences and propose sensitivity analyses addressing

271

these. Additional legal requirements apply if the registry-based study is a clinical trial.
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272

3.5. Study population

273

The choice of patients for the study population should be driven by the study objectives (for example,

274

need for an internal control group for comparison of different treatments) and has important

275

implications for the interpretation of the results. When studying a drug of interest, the study population

276

may include various groups of patients: newly diagnosed patients entering the registry with a first

277

prescription of the drug of interest, patients already diagnosed with the disease and switched from

278

another treatment or patients having already received the drug of interest (e.g. in a clinical trial).

279

When all treated patients are included in the study population, it may be useful to collect the data

280

needed to describe the overall population and identify possible differences between subsets in order to

281

assess the homogeneity and representativeness of the overall population.

282

In case of primary data collection, it is critical that procedures are in place to promote the participation

283

of all individual centres enrolling the population of interest and the inclusion and follow-up of all eligible

284

patients treated in these centres. In order to document possible selection bias and to evaluate

285

generalisability of the study results, eligible patients not recruited in the study or withdrawing from the

286

study could consent in writing to provide a small set of baseline data. This will allow comparing

287

important socio-demographic and clinical characteristics between recruited patients, withdrawn

288

patients and non-recruited eligible patients. The protocol should describe the procedure for consented

289

but not enrolled patients for data collection and handling of personal data.

290

3.6. Data collection

291

Registry-based studies may not need the totality of the information collected in the registry to answer

292

the research question. Only the set of data that is needed to ensure the validity and usefulness of the

293

results should be collected or extracted, for example, data on exposures, outcomes, confounding and

294

effect modifying variables and variables describing the patient population or the setting from which the

295

data were collected or extracted. Mechanisms should also be put in place to identify and retrieve

296

initially missing data, if possible.

297

Data collection should be planned as early as possible, including sensitivity analyses, and should be

298

detailed in the study protocol from early stages on, as collection of additional data for post-hoc

299

analyses may not only be difficult but also prone to additional sources of bias.

300

Some registry-based studies may require modifications to the existing registry data collection system

301

to address a particular research question, e.g. by adding a specific data collection form or module for

302

additional data collection. The impact of this modification on the legal status of the study should be

303

taken into account as it may require additional informed consent and may impact on the status of the

304

study as clinical trial or non-interventional study, depending on whether the additional data collection

305

is considered part of normal clinical practice. If the data collection system is amended, a validation of

306

the new system should be implemented.

307

3.7. Data quality management

308

The nature and extent of the data quality management for a registry-based study depends on various

309

factors, including the planned use of the study results and whether the study makes primary or

310

secondary use of registry data.

311

Risk-based methodologies and measures should be planned. In case of a local data extraction process

312

or manual data entry, routine data quality checks should be performed to alert on erroneous, missing

313

or out-of-range values and logical inconsistencies, and trigger prompt data verification and remedial

314

measures if needed. The validity of any data cleaning, extraction and transformation processes
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315

performed centrally should be verified and monitored, especially if it involves mapping of data to a

316

common terminology. The collected information per time interval for the main outcome parameters

317

should be compared to the amount of expected information. Other possible measures include random

318

source data verification, on-site review of processes and computerised systems used for data collection

319

and management, and internal or external audit of the registry-based study. The European

320

Commission’s Risk proportionate approaches in clinical trials (29), the EMA Reflection paper on risk-

321

based quality management in clinical trials (30) and the GVP Module III on Pharmacovigilance

322

inspections (31) should be consulted on these aspects.

323

The thresholds of data quality measures, the level of data verification and the measures to be taken in

324

case relevant findings are observed should be agreed upfront with the registry holders. This

325

information should be included in the study protocol.

3.8. Data analysis

326
327

The analytical approach applied for the outcomes of interest should be pre-specified in the registry-

328

based study protocol and statistical analysis plan as applicable. Changes to the pre-specified statistical

329

analysis should be reflected by an amendment to the study protocol and/or by an amendment to the

330

statistical analysis plan. All changes should be presented, explained and discussed in the study report.

331

The ICH E9 (R1) addendum (27) should be considered when planning data analysis by aligning the

332

estimand(s) of interest with (an) adequate estimation and testing method(s). Sensitivity analyses

333

should explore the robustness of estimates on the primary estimand of interest to deviations from

334

underlying assumptions and limitations in the data.

335

The data analysis should include an evaluation of the representativeness of the study population in

336

relation to the pre-defined target population, as it influences the external validity of the registry-based

337

study (see also chapter A.2 of the Annex). In particular, a comparison between eligible registry

338

patients that were recruited, withdrawn and not recruited, or between patients randomised and not

339

randomised in the study, should be performed. If possible, this should be supplemented by a

340

comparison of the study population with a similar population identified from available electronic health

341

care databases or other population-based data sources.

342

The handling of missing data should be carefully described in the study protocol and, if applicable, in

343

the statistical analysis plan, and a thorough justification should be provided for the assumptions about

344

their distribution, causes and timing. The ICH E9 (R1) addendum (27), the EMA Guideline on Missing

345

Data in Confirmatory Clinical Trials (32) and the ENCePP Guide on Methodological Standards in

346

Pharmacoepidemiology (26) provide useful guidance on how to handle missing data. It will be

347

necessary to investigate the robustness of the results through appropriate sensitivity analyses that

348

make different, clinically plausible, assumptions.

349

In the absence of randomised treatment allocation in registry-based non-interventional studies, some

350

common analytical issues should be considered in this context:

351

•

Measurement of the incidence of outcomes of interest should clearly distinguish between the

352

number of events and the number of individuals presenting at least one event. Comparisons

353

between groups should take person-time of observation into account.

354

•

In the absence of randomised treatment allocation, it must be recognised that the characteristics

355

of patient groups given different treatments are likely to differ. Treatment decisions may be

356

influenced by different factors that may also be associated with the risk of occurrence of the

357

outcome of interest, such as disease severity, or with the monitoring practice of patients

358

(ascertainment bias due to different monitoring requirements of treatments). Even though
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359

methods to adjust for confounding factors may account for underlying differences in clinical

360

outcomes, it must be acknowledged that such confounding adjustment may not be comprehensive

361

and appropriate sensitivity analyses should be considered. In addition, ascertainment of causes for

362

changes of treatments may require complete collection of such information over the course of the

363

study and adjustment only for baseline covariates may not fully address this if the observation

364

expands over several years.

365

•

Registries offer the opportunity to compare patients receiving a treatment of interest with patients

366

who are untreated or who have received different therapies over a long period of time. Inclusion of

367

prevalent drug users (i.e. patients already treated for some time before study follow-up begins)

368

can introduce two types of bias. Firstly, prevalent drug users are “survivors” of the early period of

369

treatment, which can introduce substantial (selection) bias if risk varies with time (for example, if

370

treatments carry a risk of hypersensitivity reactions or affect cardiovascular risk). Secondly,

371

covariates relevant for drug use at study entry (e.g. disease severity) may be affected by previous

372

drug utilisation or patients may differ regarding health-related behaviours (healthy user effect). A

373

new-user design reduces these biases by restricting the analysis to incident drug users, i.e.

374

patients enter the study cohort only at the start of the first course of the treatment of interest

375

during the study period. Consequences of a new-user design may include reduced precision of

376

estimates due to lower sample size and likely reduction in the number of patients with long-term

377

exposure.

378

•

When the follow-up period starts before initiation of the treatment under study, immortal time bias

379

can arise due to misclassification of the non-exposed study period, as the period between start of

380

follow-up and date of first exposure to the drug of interest is event-free by definition when

381

investigating a drug-specific effect. A time-dependent definition of exposure is needed to correctly

382

classify the immortal person-time and causes for changes of exposure need to be taken into

383

account.

384

•

385

Time-related bias and information bias may also occur in a comparison to a historic control group,
i.e. to data collected at earlier time points. The landscape may have changed with regard to e.g.

386

treatment options, diagnosis, medical practice in choice of treatments according to severity of

387

disease, patient care, secular trends in the occurrence of important events, completeness of data

388

collection or other uncollected or unknown factors.

389

•

In case no other adequate data source is available, some analyses may use a comparative non-

390

exposed control group from outside the registry, for example from another registry or electronic

391

health care records in a country/region where the drug has not yet been marketed. In this

392

situation, one should ensure that underlying differences between the two populations influencing

393

the risk of outcome occurrence are adequately measured and accounted for in the analysis.

394

Moreover, one should also strive to correctly define a comparable index date of entry into the

395

study in both groups to correctly account for exposure periods to different drugs and account for

396

determinants of exposure to these different drugs. Since it may not be possible to identify all

397

underlying differences between populations and completeness of data collection may differ, such

398

comparisons need to be interpreted cautiously.

3.9. Data reporting

399
400

The methods used in the study should be published in sufficient detail to allow for replication using the

401

same registry database or using a database derived from another registry collecting similar data.

402

Relevant guidelines on reporting of results from clinical trials and non-interventional studies are

403

presented in Chapter 8 of the ENCePP Guide on Methodological standards in Pharmacoepidemiology

404

(26).
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405

National and European Union obligations and requirements for the registration of studies and the

406

publication of study results (clinical trials and non-interventional studies) should be followed. Post-

407

authorisation registry-based studies should be registered in the EU PAS Register (20) and the study

408

protocol, the statistical analysis plan if applicable and the final study report should be included. For

409

post-registration registry-based clinical trials, the results should be presented in line with clinical trial

410

legislation requirements. The EMA policy on publication of clinical data for medicinal products for

411

human use should also be followed (33). The final reports must contain all study results, whether

412

favourable or unfavourable.

413

For non-interventional studies, the principles of scientific independence and transparency for reporting

414

of study results described in the ENCePP Code of Conduct (34) and the ADVANCE Code of Conduct for

415

vaccines (35) should be followed. The responsibility for preparing the final study report lies at the

416

appropriate level of study governance, e.g. medical/scientific advisory board or investigator. However,

417

where legal requirements apply to an MAH who has contracted a study externally, the MAH should be

418

able to comment on the study results and their interpretation as well as on the format of the report.

419

Requests by the MAH that interpretation of the results or their presentation be changed should be

420

based on sound scientific reasons or documented regulatory requirements. Following the submission of

421

the final study report, the regulatory authority may request additional information or clarifications from

422

the MAH or may initiate a regulatory inspection. Therefore, the research contract should foresee a duty

423

for the registry holder to address the scientific aspects of the request, with the possibility for the MAH

424

to provide comments, as well as a duty to allow a possible regulatory inspection of the registry-based

425

study.

426

4. Legal basis and regulatory requirements

427

The following table summarises the legal basis and regulatory requirements applicable to MAAs/MAHs

428

for different activities related to registry-based studies, with reference to relevant legislation and

429

guidelines.
Activities

Requirements

Legal basis

All activities related
to the planning,
data collection, data
management, data
analysis, and data
reporting

All activities should be clearly set out in the
study protocol and agreed with all involved
parties including registry holders and
regulators where applicable.

For a clinical trial: Directive 2001/20/EC,
Regulation (EU) No 536/2014, guidance in
Volume 10 of The Rules Governing
Medicinal Products in the European Union,
the Guideline for good clinical practice
(GCP, ICH E6), the General considerations
for clinical trials (ICH E8), the Statistical
Principles for Clinical Trials (ICH E9), the
Scientific Guidance on Post-Authorisation
Efficacy Studies and the Guidance in PostAuthorisation Efficacy Studies: Questions
and Answers on PAES (36), the GVP
Module VIII on PASS;
For an non-interventional study – prior
verification that the study is considered as
non-interventional by checking the table in
Annex I of the Questions & Answers,
version 11.0 (MAY 2013) published by the
European Commission,
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Directive 2001/83/EC and Regulation (EC)
No 726/2004, Implementing Regulation
No 512/2012; GVP Module VIII on PASS,
the Scientific Guidance on PostAuthorisation Efficacy Studies and the
Guidance in Post-Authorisation Efficacy
Studies: Questions and Answers on PAES;
Others to consider: GVP Module III Pharmacovigilance inspections, GDPR, ICH
E9, ENCePP Checklist for Study Protocols,
ENCePP Code of Conduct and the
ADVANCE Code of Conduct for vaccines,
REQueST Tool, national requirements in
the country of conduct.
Relevant national legislation.
Scientific advice
procedures

Safety monitoring
and reporting of
adverse events and
suspected adverse
reactions

The MAA/MAH, an organisation
subcontracted by the MAA/MAH or an
organisation acting independently from any
MAA/MAH may ask the Agency for scientific
advice on the most suitable methods and
study designs to generate robust evidence
for the development or maintenance of a
medicine. Scientific advice in parallel with
consultations from another regulatory
authority or a health technology
assessment (HTA) body is facilitated
through EMA procedures.
For registry-based studies initiated,
managed or financed by a MAA/MAH,
appropriate activities include:
•
Individual case safety reports
(ICSR) – GVP VI: See Appendix 3
providing an overview of requirements
for ICSRs arising from use of registries
in the EU outside the context of a
clinical trial;
•
Study reports – GVP Modules VI
and VIII: All adverse events/adverse
reactions collected in studies should be
recorded and summarised in the
interim and final study report unless
the study protocol provides for
different reporting with a due
justification;
•
Emerging Safety Issues (ESIs) –
GVP IX: should be notified as soon as
possible and no later than 3 working
days in writing to the competent
authority(-ies) of Member State(s)
where the medicinal product is
authorised and to the EMA.
Information affecting the risk-benefit
balance of the medicinal product may
include an analysis of suspected

EMA Scientific Advice and Protocol
Assistance: Regulatory and Procedural
Guidance, Questions and Answers.
National scientific advice procedures.

For a clinical trial: Directive 2001/20/EC,
Regulation (EU) No 536/2014, guidance in
Volume 10 of The Rules Governing
Medicinal Products in the European Union;
GVP Module VIII;
For a non-interventional study: Directive
2001/83/EC and Regulation (EC) No
726/2004, Scientific Guidance on PostAuthorisation Efficacy Studies and the
guidance in Post-Authorisation Efficacy
Studies: Questions and Answers on PAES;
GVP Modules VI, VII, VIII and IX.
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•

Transparency,

•

registration of PASS
and PAES

•

•

•

Record keeping

•

•

•

adverse reactions and aggregated
data;
Periodic safety update report
(PSURs) – GVP VII
Safety information to be summarised
in PSURs and other periodic and
regulatory reports.
PASS or PAES that are clinical
trials must be registered in the EU
Clinical Trial Register with their
protocol and summary of results and
the related provisions need to be
followed.
Non-interventional PASS: imposed
studies initiated, managed or financed
by an MAH shall be registered by the
MAH in the EU PAS Register. Nonimposed studies required in the RMP
or conducted voluntarily in the EU
should also be registered in the EU
PAS Register. Registration should
include the study protocol and the
study report.
Non-interventional PAES: (initiated,
managed or financed by an MAH)
should be registered in the EU PAS
Register, independently from whether
they are imposed or not.
All other post-authorisation
PASS/PAES that are not initiated,
managed or financed by an MAH are
encouraged to be registered in the EU
PAS Register.
For all PASS and PAES:
Pharmacovigilance data and
documents relating to individual
authorised medicinal products shall be
retained as long as the product is
authorised and for at least 10 years
after the marketing authorisation has
ceased to exist. The documents shall
be retained for a longer period where
EU or national law so requires. This
applies even when the MAA/MAH is not
involved in the registry-based study.
For imposed PASS and PAES: the
MAH shall ensure that all
pharmacovigilance information as well
as the analytical dataset and statistical
programmes used for generating the
data included in the final study report
are kept in electronic format and are
available for auditing and inspection.
For PASS and PAES that are
clinical trials: the record keeping
requirements in Volume 10 of The

Website of the EU Clinical Trial Register;

Commission Implementation Regulation
(EU) 520/2012 Annex III; GVP Module
VIII;
EU PAS Register website;

EMA Scientific Guidance on PostAuthorisation Efficacy Studies; PostAuthorisation Efficacy Studies: Questions
and Answers
EU PAS Register website
National requirements.

Commission Implementation Regulation
(EU) 520/2012 Articles 12 and 36;
GVP VIII on PASS
Scientific Guidance on Post-Authorisation
Efficacy Studies; Guidance on PostAuthorisation Efficacy Studies: Questions
and Answers ;

Commission Implementation Regulation
(EU) 520/2012 Articles 12, 36 ;

Volume 10 of The Rules Governing
Medicinal Products in the European Union.
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Rules Governing Medicinal Products in
the European Union apply.
Personal data
protection

The MAA/MAH and any other
organisation involved in the collection,
management, use and storage of data
from registries must follow the
national legislation on personal data
protection and the EU General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR).
Informed consent should be broad
enough to cover all potential uses of
registry data in line with the applicable
legislation, including the option for
data sharing/ pooling between
registries and with other stakeholders
including competent authorities and
MAAs/MAHs
It is recommended to contact the data
protection authorities (DPAs) (37) of
the Member States who are competent
for monitoring and enforcing the
application of the GDPR and other
national data protection legislation
that may be applicable in their
territories.

General Data Protection Regulation (EU)
2016/679; Recital 26; Article 5(1)(e);
Article 89(1), national requirements as
applicable.

Where the MAA/MAH finances and
subcontracts a registry-based study
imposed by a competent authority to
another organisation, it remains
responsible to the competent authorities
for all legal obligations. Pharmacovigilance
responsibilities and obligations apply to
MAA/MAH also for voluntary registry-based
studies.
The contractual arrangement between the
MAH and the other organisation should be
detailed, up-to-date and clearly describe
the responsibilities of each party. Where
the MAH has subcontracted some of its
pharmacovigilance tasks, it shall retain
responsibility for ensuring that an effective
quality system is applied in relation to
those tasks.
The other organisation can be another
MAH, as different MAHs in the EU can
collaborate in initiating, managing and
financing a registry-based studies. This
must likewise be subject to contractual
arrangements.

Commission Implementing Regulation
(EU) No 520/2012 Article 6(1), 6(2) and
11(2); GVP Module I.

The MAH shall ensure that its qualified
person responsible for pharmacovigilance
in the EU (QPPV) has sufficient authority to
influence the performance of the quality
system and the pharmacovigilance
activities of the MAH which may include
registry-based studies.

Commission Implementing Regulation
(EU) No 520/2012 Article 10(2), GVP
Module I.

•

•

•

Relationship
between financing
body and
subcontractors for
registry-based study

Information of
responsible QPPV

430
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431

Annex : Considerations on patient registries
A.1. Introduction

432
433

This Annex reviews aspects of good regulatory practice in the establishment and ongoing management

434

of patient registries considered relevant to their use for registry-based studies and other possible

435

regulatory purposes. There are many other factors influencing the suitability of a particular registry for

436

regulatory purposes, such as the size of the target patient population and the patterns of utilisation of

437

a medicinal product in the population covered by the registry (12). For clinical trials, i.e. including

438

randomisation or additional monitoring compared to normal clinical practice, the clinical trial legal

439

requirements should be met by the registries.

440

A.2. Registry population

441

The data generated from a patient registry should be representative of the target population of the

442

product. Ideally, the registry should cover a broad patient population covering all disease aspects and

443

patient characteristics. Selection bias can affect the validity of the data derived from the registry and

444

can occur at the level of site selection (i.e. if sites with a non-representative population are preferably

445
446

included), patient enrolment (i.e. if not all patients are enrolled or patients enrolled are not
representative of the patient population) and patient loss to follow-up. These selection biases may be

447

influenced by many factors, including clinical, demographic and socio-economic factors.

448

The following steps can be considered prior to the enrolment of a registry population:

449

1. To clearly define the purpose of the registry and the corresponding target population.

450

2. To translate the target population definition into a detailed description of when, where and how

451

patients will be enrolled in practice, for example all patients diagnosed with a certain disease by all

452

hospital specialists managing that disease. It may include exclusion criteria, whose rationale should

453

be justified and documented.

454

3. To establish processes allowing for enrolment of all eligible patients fulfilling the description of the

455

target population definition. This should include prospective enrolment of all newly eligible patients

456

fulfilling the definition and enrolment of already eligible patients by other methods ensuring

457

representativeness and avoiding selection bias, for example by using any pre-existing listing of

458

patients. This step can be facilitated by supporting patient engagement e.g. through patient

459

organisations and the provision of information about the registry to patients prior to enrolment.

460

Completeness of recruitment into registries should be monitored and reported as part of the

461

registry project.

462

4. To create a system that best minimises loss to follow-up and maximises the completeness and

463

accuracy of key information collected on each enrolled patient, including variables representing

464

potential confounders and effect modifiers in future registry-based studies. Completeness of follow-

465

up should be monitored and reported, and deviations from expectations explained. Sensitivity

466

analyses on the effects of incomplete follow-up might be needed.

467

The level of enrolment and follow-up of patients may depend on the specific disease. Children and

468

other populations (e.g. affected by rare diseases or presenting co-morbidities) may present specific

469

challenges.

470

Anticipation of incomplete enrolment may require specific solutions to support the registry enrolment

471

strategy and assess the representativeness of the registry population, such as e.g.:
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472

•

473
474

where possible, comparison of the actual registry population and relevant data elements with
another data source covering the same population (e.g. electronic health care records);

•

collection of minimum information (where locally allowed) at baseline on patients asked to join the

475

registry but not included in order to compare their characteristics with those of included patients in

476

the region or country; this information may include: age and sex, indicator of socio-economic

477

status (such as educational level) and disease-associated variables such as severity and treatment.

A.3. Data elements

478
479

A.3.1. Identification of data elements to be routinely collected

480

Data elements from routine clinical care to be collected in a new disease registry should be defined in a

481

multidisciplinary approach with clinicians, patients’ representatives and experts of the disease as well

482

as regulators, HTA bodies and other potential users of registry information, as applicable. Ethics

483

approval of the data elements at a local or national level may also be required.

484

Definitions should be in line with existing general and disease-specific guidelines for validated

485

outcomes and laboratory tests (e.g. clinical trial guidelines) (38). Definitions, lag times for data

486

availability and data dictionaries should be included in the registry documentation and published or

487

made available on request in a standard and machine-readable format. It should be clear whether data

488

elements originate from patient self-reports, medical reports or a third-party, as this distinction may

489

have an impact on quality management and data analysis and interpretation. Processes should be put

490

in place to allow the modification or expansion of the set of data elements to meet the potential needs

491

of future registry-based studies.

492

A.3.2. “Core” versus “optional” data elements

493

“Core” data elements are those that are considered essential for the purpose of the registry or the

494

coordinated registry network. They should be collected from all patients in all concerned registries and

495

are those on which greater amounts of resources should be allocated to ensure data quality.

496

“Optional” data elements are those considered of interest and useful to some stakeholders, but not

497

essential to all. The distinction between core and optional data elements may vary according to the

498

scope of potential registry-based studies and the capacity of centres to collect and report data in

499

routine clinical care. Note that collection of such data elements, e.g. involving additional laboratory

500

tests, could lead to the categorisation of a registry-based study as a clinical trial.

501

The dataset should ideally contain the core data elements listed below. This list should be adapted to

502

each situation, for example as regards data elements that remain fixed and those that might need to

503

change as time progresses, treatments considered “current” or “concomitant” or diagnoses that may

504

change over time.

505
506
507
508

•

Administrative information: name of centre, availability of informed consent if applicable; registry
entry date (for example. date of first contact or date of initial diagnosis); registry exit date and
reason for exit (e.g. due to death, move outside the catchment area or other reason); dates of
encounters in clinical practice;

509

•

Patient data: age or birthdate, gender, lifestyle factors (smoking, alcohol);

510

•

Disease: diagnosis (dates of initial diagnosis and of final diagnosis if relevant, laboratory tests and

511

results; for diseases where the date of a clinical diagnosis is difficult to determine, date of first

512

consultation, duration of disease or other appropriate information may be used),

513

grade/severity/stage of disease, genomic information if important for the disease, relevant

514

prognostic factors, relevant milestones in disease monitoring (e.g. laboratory tests, imaging) and
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515

core disease outcomes (e.g. remission, relapse, disabilities, functional status, hospitalisation, cause

516

of death);

517

•

518
519

included in a relevant validated co-morbidity index score may be considered;
•

520
521

Disease-related treatments: substance, brand name, start and end dates (dates of prescription),
dose, route, schedule;

•

522
523

Co-morbidities: relevant co-morbidities differentiating past and current ones; co-morbidities to be

Relevant concomitant therapies: substance, brand name, indication, start and end dates, dose,
route, schedule;

•

Safety recording and reporting: adverse events of special interest (AESI), serious adverse

524

reactions (SARs) and suspected unexpected serious adverse reactions (SUSARs); selection of AESI

525

that will be collected should be based and motivated by the previous clinical safety experience with

526

this study population/condition and/or this medication;

527

•

Pregnancies: pregnancy status, pregnancy outcome;

528

•

Patient-reported outcomes collected in clinical practice;

529

•

Additional core data elements defined in disease-specific regulatory guidelines.

530

An exact date for important events, exposure and outcomes allows computation of precise time periods

531

critical to the valid analysis of the data of a registry-based study, such as time between entry into the

532

registry and treatment start, time under different treatments, time of onset of AESIs, time to remission

533

of disease, or duration of follow-up. Knowledge of the person-time at risk of an event is also needed to

534

calculate key epidemiological indicators such as incidence rates and perform time-dependent analyses.

535

Consideration should also be given to collection of information referring to the period prior to initial

536

registry enrolment.

537

Examples of lists of data elements to be collected for disease registries have been published in EMA

538

guidelines (for example, the EMA guidelines for the clinical investigation of recombinant and human

539

plasma-derived factor VIII and factor IX products (39) (40)), the reports of EMA workshops on

540

registries for cystic fibrosis (41), multiple sclerosis (42), diseases for which CAR-T cell products are

541

indicated (43), haemophilia (44), and on registries for cancers which therapies are based on the

542

tumours’ genetic and molecular features (45). The European Platform on Rare Diseases Registration

543

has developed a "Set of Common Data Elements for Rare Diseases Registration" (9). This set is aimed

544

to the European Reference Network's registries, to all other rare disease registries at national,

545

regional, and local level in the Member States, to researchers and to patient organisations. Other

546

examples exist in the medical literature. The ENCePP Resources Database (46) contains information on

547

disease registries that may be consulted when developing a list of data elements. Appendix I of GVP

548

Module P III (18) provides possible parental and neonatal data elements from which relevant items can

549

be selected when establishing a questionnaire of pregnancy exposure to medicinal products. These

550

data-elements can also be relevant for setting up a pregnancy registry.

551

A.3.3. Standardisation of data elements

552

Data elements collected from patients should ideally be harmonised to international standards across

553

all centres participating in a registry and all registries participating in a coordinated registry network.

554

Such harmonisation supports implementation of a common data quality system (e.g. automated data

555

entry control and check for data consistency), data exchange, identical data analysis with the same

556

programming codes, pooling of data and interpretation of results. Lack of harmonisation may require a

557

mapping of data elements representing the same concept but implemented with different definitions

558

and terminologies. As this mapping process may be time-consuming and resource intensive, core data
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559

elements and formats should be preferably implemented at the design stage of registries. Where the

560

harmonisation of data elements is not (yet) implemented, interim solutions should support use of

561

registry data for regulatory purposes by mapping core data elements to the same terminologies. When

562

a terminology has to be used in line with local requirements, this should be made clear.

563

Appendix 4 provides examples of recommended international terminologies for different data elements.

A.4. Quality management in patient registries

564
565

A.4.1. Framework for quality management

566

Uncertainties about the quality of the data collected in registries may undermine the confidence in the

567

validity and reliability of the evidence generated from registry data in registry-based studies. The

568

Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 520/2012 (47) and GVP Module I (48) provide a

569

framework for the quality of pharmacovigilance systems for MAHs, competent authorities of Member

570

States and the EMA. Measurable quality requirements can be achieved by:

571

•

572
573

Quality planning: establishing structures (including validated computerised systems) and planning
integrated and consistent processes;

•

574

Quality assurance and control: monitoring and evaluating how effectively the structures and
processes have been established and how effectively the processes are being carried out;

575

•

Quality improvement: correcting and improving the structures and processes where necessary.

576

These quality management activities (“plan, do, check, act”) should be done in a continuous manner

577

throughout the lifetime of the registry and they should be regularly assessed and made available to

578

patients, health care professionals and potential users of the registry data to provide assurance that

579

quality management is adequately performed. Responsibilities should be clearly defined to enable

580

sustainability of the quality management system. For registry-based clinical trials, GCP and clinical trial

581

legal requirements on data quality should be met.

582

A.4.2. Requirements for data quality

583

In this context, data quality may include four main components.

584

•

585
586

Consistency: the formats and definitions of the variables are consistent over time, across all
centres within a registry and across all registries within a coordinated registry network;

•

Completeness: patient enrolment is maximised, patient attrition is minimised and complete

587

information on a core data set is recorded for all eligible patients with minimisation of missing

588

data;

589

•

Accuracy: the data available in the registry is a correct representation of patient information

590

available to the health care professional, e.g. data available in medical charts or laboratory test

591

results; where the registry data are a compilation or duplication of electronic medical records at

592

the point of care, accuracy should rely on a check of the extraction and uploading procedure;

593
594
595

•

Timeliness: there is a timely recording and reporting of data and data updates, based on their
intended use in compliance with an agreed procedure.

Requirements of data quality may be difficult to achieve concomitantly in all centres within a registry

596

or within all registries of a coordinated registry network; implementation of the same data elements,

597

terminologies, data entry procedures and data control software may not be feasible simultaneously in

598

all centres. If needed, intermediate solutions may be adopted focussing on a core data set and

599

mapping procedures. Centres may progressively implement components of data quality and be
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600

included in a registry-based study once they have achieved an adequate level of data quality as agreed

601

between the concerned parties according to the objective and data needs of the study.

602

A comprehensive set of methods for assessing the quality of registries, for recruiting and retaining

603

participants in a registry and for data collection and quality assurance is presented in the AHRQ Users’

604

guide on registries for evaluating patient outcomes (8). Examples of practical aspects and techniques

605

for addressing data quality in patient registries exist in the medical literature (49).

606

A.4.3. Key performance indicators of data quality

607

Registries should use performance indicators to assess and drive improvement of data quality. Such

608

indicators should be measurable and associated with remedial measures if acceptable levels of quality

609

are not found. Their definition depends on the disease, governance, infrastructure and processes in

610

place within the registry or coordinated registry network. They should therefore be defined in a multi-

611

disciplinary approach with all concerned parties. Examples of agreed key performance indicators of

612

data quality are presented in the reports of the EMA workshops on cystic fibrosis registries (41),

613

multiple sclerosis registries (42) and CAR T-cell Therapy Registries (43).

614

A.4.4. Data quality management activities

615

Quality management can be supported by the activities described below, taking into account that

616

compliance with European Union’s and national regulations on data protection and storage should

617

always be ensured. Given the variety in the organisation and infrastructure of registries, these

618

recommendations should be adapted to each situation.

619

•

Data quality management activities should be documented, communicated, maintained and

620

updated as necessary, and all relevant source documents should be kept, managed and made

621

available for auditing purposes in a timely manner, including:

622

−

623

reporting, with data management responsibilities;

624

−

625
626

standard operating procedures, steps of data quality management from data planning to

key performance indicators of data quality, planned data checks (manual or automated) and
cleaning processes including query management and on-site monitoring.

•

Support tools should be developed and provided, e.g. data collection and reporting software,

627

support function (helpdesk), training material and training sessions. A centralised remote

628

electronic quality control could be set-up to limit on-site visits to be done according to a pre-

629

defined risk approach.

630

•

Appropriate qualification and training of data managers and other persons involved in the data

631

collection process should be ensured, with knowledge about the disease, exposures and outcomes

632

captured in the registry.

633

•

In case of a local data extraction process or manual data entry, routine data quality checks should

634

be performed to alert on erroneous, missing or out-of-range values and logical inconsistencies, and

635

trigger prompt data verification and remedial measure if needed. The validity of any data cleaning,

636

extraction and transformation processes performed centrally should be verified and monitored,

637

especially if it involves mapping of data to a common terminology.

638

•

Internal or external audits with on-site review of processes and data audits should be performed

639

according to a risk-based approach; remote quality control measures, targeted visits and targeted

640

source data verification should be triggered by pre-defined thresholds of data quality measures.

641

The minimum amount of data verification required may depend on the amount of data collected

642

and should ideally take into account critical aspects of data collection where differences may occur,

643

e.g. between individual centres or between persons within individual centres.
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644

•

If possible, aggregated registry data should be compared to data from external data sources such

645

as electronic health records or insurance claims databases as regards the distribution of categories

646

of important variables such as age, gender, factors associated with disease occurrence or severity,

647

or drug exposure.

648

•

649
650

Feedback on findings on data quality issues should be given systematically to data providers so
that escalation and remedial action can be taken at the level of the data source.

•

When considering implementation of corrective and preventive activities, additional workload for

651

data collection and data entry should be addressed, as a cumbersome data entry process may

652

increase the amount of missing data and decrease data quality.

A.5. Governance

653
654

Registries generally operate under governance principles that may be influenced by their purpose,

655

operating procedures, legal environment or funding sources. Different parties may potentially also

656

have divergent priorities, such as scientific independence, fulfilment of regulatory commitments,

657

transparency or intellectual property rights. Clear governance principles supporting effective

658

collaborations between all parties for regulatory use of registries, including data sharing, are therefore

659

useful. Useful guidance is the ENCePP Code of Conduct (50), which provides principles of scientific

660

independence and transparency for pharmacoepidemiological research, and the ADVANCE Code of

661

Conduct (35), which provides governance principles for collaborative studies. The AHRQ User’s Guide

662

on patient registries provides a complementary source of recommendations on the governance of

663

registries (8).

664

Registry holders should consider the following aspects to ensure best use and sustainability of their

665

registry:

666

•

To publish documentation of key registry characteristics, such as purpose of the registry, inclusion

667

and exclusion criteria for participating centres and enrolment of patients, core and optional data sets

668

collected (with timelines and frequency of data uploads), quality management process and

669

experience of previous collaborations; the registry should be published in the ENCePP Resources

670

Databases (46).

671

•

672
673

To establish a single contact point within the registry or coordinated registry network for
requesting information on available data and data access conditions.

•

To publish a policy for collaborations with external organisations, including information on the scope

674

and process for collaborations, policy for data sharing and data analysis (explaining possible options

675

for data transfer and analysis based on data privacy rules in place), possible involvement of a third-

676

party, publication policy, and principles for private and public funding.

677

•

To establish a governance structure for management of requests for collaboration to participate in a

678

coordinated research network or in a registry-based study, including a structure for decision-making

679

on such requests (e.g. independent steering committee, ethics committee, advisory board).

680

•

To provide a supportive scientific and technical function for collaborations, which may include support

681

for the development of the study protocol, interoperability between registries, amendments to the

682

scope, schedule or methods of data collection or extraction, data management and analysis; the

683

support provided may vary according to the approach of collaboration for using multiple data sources

684

(see Chapter 4.6.2 of the ENCePP Guide on Methodological standards in pharmacoepidemiology)

685

(26), resources available in the registry and the contractual agreements proposed.
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686

•

687
688

To establish a supportive function for ethical and legal aspects of collaborations such as compliance
with national legislation or the GDPR regulation and ethical approvals.

•

To develop a template for research contracts between the registry and external organisations, in line

689

with those recommended by the ENCePP Code of Conduct (50) or the ADVANCE Code of Conduct

690

(35).

A.6. Data sharing outside the context of registry-based studies

691
692

There may be situations where registry data can be shared in the format of counts, aggregated data or

693

statistical reports with regulators, MAAs/MAHs, HTA bodies, or other parties for clinical development

694

planning or the evaluation or monitoring of medicinal products. These data may concern:

695

•

696
697

confounding variables for defined outcomes;
•

698
699

disease epidemiology in terms of prevalence, incidence, outcomes, prognostic factors, potential

size and characteristics of the target population for a planned clinical trial or non-interventional
study according to demographics, co-morbidities or medication use;

•

drug utilisation, with number of prescriptions for specific medicinal products (or other indicator of

700

intensity of exposure), indications, dose, route of administration, schedule, duration of use or co-

701

medications;

702

•

703
704

products;
•

705
706

medical device utilisation, with number, types and indications and times for specific implanted

surgical procedures with numbers, types and indications and times for and relevant details for the
procedures;

•

safety information on medicinal products, for example summary tables of adverse events recorded

707

for specific medicinal products, aggregated data or anonymised line listings of patients presenting

708

AESIs, or outcomes of exposed pregnancies;

709
710

•

utilisation of health care resources such as number of visits, hospitalisations, or laboratory tests
performed.

711

This information may require capacity for analysis within the registry or, if allowed by the registry

712

governance, transfer of an anonymised dataset with selected variables to the requester or a third-party

713

performing the analysis on behalf of the registry or the requester. Data sharing may require a

714

contractual agreement between the registry or coordinated registry network and the other concerned

715

parties.

716
717
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865

Appendices
Appendix 1. Glossary

866
867

Coordinated registry network

868

Coordinated network of registries and other linked data sources set up to to support 1) the

869

implementation of structured information, core minimum data elements and definitions, and 2) the

870

ability to share data across registries and other linked data sources.

871

Disease registry

872

Registry whose members are defined by a particular disease or disease-related patient characteristic

873

regardless of exposure to any medicinal product, other treatment or a particular health service.

874

Harmonised or mapped data elements

875

Data elements that have been harmonised or mapped across data sources to facilitate the

876

implementation of a common data quality system, data exchange, data analysis and/or the

877

interpretation of results from a study.

878

Interventional and Non-interventional study

879

A non-interventional study on safety and/or effect of medicinal products should follow normal clinical

880

practice in the Member State where it is authorised. All interventions in the study, i.e. treatment,

881

diagnostic or monitoring procedures, should fall within the standard of care, as interpreted by the

882

competent authority/ethics committee in that Member State. Typically, a clinical trial application is

883

required when a study involves additional diagnostic or monitoring procedures compared to normal

884

clinical practice, i.e. if these measures are required in a protocol and not based on patient care

885

decisions taken by the treating physician. Such study-specific interventions that could lead to a change

886

of category from a non-interventional study to a clinical trial include additional patient visits, sampling

887

of biological samples including blood as well as other study-specific burdensome procedures. For long-

888

term follow-up the same principles apply, even if the medicinal product was administered before the

889

long-term follow-up clinical trial starts (Directive 2001/20/EC). For clarity on the difference between

890

non-interventional studies and interventional trials, see the Annex I table, Questions & Answers, 11.0

891

(May 2013) published by the European Commission (1).

892

Missing data

893

Data that would be meaningful for the analysis of a given estimand but were not collected (ICH E9

894

(R1)) (27).

895

Such data should be distinguished from data that do not exist or data that are not considered

896

meaningful because of an intercurrent event (ICH E9 (R1)) (27).

897

Intercurrent events are events that occur after treatment initiation and either preclude observation of

898

the variable or affect its interpretation (ICH E9 (R1)) (27).

899

The estimand is the target of estimation addressing the scientific question of interest posed by the

900

registry-based study (adapted from ICH E9 (R1) addendum) (27).

901

Non-available data

902

Data that has not been collected for the purpose of the registry.

903

Primary data collection or secondary use of data in the context of a registry-based study

28

904

Primary data collection: collection of information on the events of interest for the purpose of the study

905

directly from the patients, caregivers, healthcare professionals or other persons involved in patient

906

care.

907

Secondary use of data: use of information from an existing registry that has collected data for a

908

purpose other than the specific study.

909

Quality requirements

910

Those characteristics of a system that are likely to produce the desired outcome, or quality objectives.

911

Quality requirements may be fulfilled by implementing processes of quality planning, quality control

912

and assurance and quality improvement (Implementing Regulation 520/2012 Art 8(3)) (47).

913

•

Quality planning: establishing structures and planning integrated and consistent processes

914

•

Quality control and assurance: monitoring and evaluating how effectively the structures and

915

processes have been established and how effectively the processes are being carried out

916

•

Quality improvements: correcting and improving the structures and processes where necessary.

917

Register, synonym: Registry database

918

Database derived from the registry.

919

Registry, synonym: Patient registry

920

For the purpose of this Guideline: organised system that collects data and information on a group of

921

people defined by a particular disease or condition, and that serves a pre-determined scientific, clinical

922

and/or public health (policy) purpose (definition derived from the PARENT guidelines) (6).

923

In this guideline, the term ‘people’ refers to persons with a disease or a condition, and to persons using

924

a medicinal product for treating or preventing a disease, restoring, correcting or modifying

925

physiological functions or making a medical diagnosis.

926

The use of the term ‘patient’ in combination with ‘registry’ (i.e. patient registry) is used to highlight the

927

focus of the dataset on health information. The terms ‘people’ and ‘patients’ are used in this definition

928

and guideline as synonyms, independently of the health status of the individual.

929

Examples of a particular condition are pregnancy, a birth defect, a molecular or a genomic feature, and

930

other specific patient characteristics.

931

The term “registry” and the epidemiological term “cohort” have different meanings. A registry may

932

lead to the creation of a cohort of patients followed over time.

933

Registry-based study

934

Investigation of a research question using the infrastructure of (a) new or existing registry(-ies) for

935

patient recruitment and data collection.

936

A registry-based study may use the infrastructure of a single registry or coordinated registry network,

937

and it may link data from different registries at individual patient level.

938

A registry-based study may be a clinical trial, or a non-interventional study as defined in Directive

939

2001/20/EC or Regulation (EU) No 536/2014 when it becomes applicable (1). Post-authorisation, a

940

registry-based study may be a post-authorisation safety study (PASS), a post-authorisation efficacy

941

study (PAES) or another type of study with other objectives. The clinical trial categorisation above also

942

applies to PASS and PAES.

943

A registry-based study may apply primary data collection and/or secondary use of data collected

944

through a registry for a purpose other than that of the specific study.

945

29

Appendix 2. Checklist for evaluating the suitability of registries for
registry-based studies

946
947
948

(List adapted from the REQuEST tool published by EUnetHTA) (7)

949

1. Administrative information

950

1.1. Governance for collaborations

951

•

Publicly available documentation (with website) of key registry characteristics

952

•

Single contact point for information

953

•

Publicly available policy for collaborations with external organisations

954

•

Governance structure for decision-making on requests for collaboration

955

•

Supportive scientific and technical function

956

•

Supportive function for ethical and legal aspects

957

•

Template for research contracts between the registry and external organisations

958

1.2. Data privacy

959

•

Status of implementation of GDPR

960

•

Informed consent form and its validity for registry-based studies (or need for re-consent)

961

1.3. Funding

962

•

963

Funding sources and impact on short, long-term sustainability and possible conflicts of interest for
a specific registry-based study

964

2. Methods

965

2.1. Objectives

966

•

967

Purpose of the data collection system, which may influence the main characteristics of the registry
population and the data collected

968

2.2. Data providers

969

•

Adequate description of data providers, such as patients, carers or health care professionals (with

970

different specialties), their geographical area and any selection process (inclusion and exclusion

971

criteria) that may be applied for their acceptance as data providers

972

2.3. Patient population covered

973

•

974
975

Adequate description of the type of patient registry (disease, condition, time period covered,
procedure), which defines the criteria for patient eligibility

•

Relevance of setting and catchment area

976

•

Clarity on patients’ inclusion and exclusion criteria

977

•

Methods applied to minimise selection bias and loss to follow-up

978

•

Numbers of patients available in the registry (total number and number of eligible patients if

979

applicable), numbers of new patients entering the registry per year, numbers of patients lost per

980
981

year (with reasons for exit)
•

982

Mean/median duration of follow-up per patient, person-time of exposure in defined categories, if
applicable

983

2.4. Data elements

984

•

Core data set collected from patients by all centres; optional data set

985

•

Definition, dictionary and format of data elements

986

•

Standards and terminologies applied
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987

•

Capabilities and plans for amendments of data elements

988

2.5. Infrastructure

989

•

Systems for data collection, recording and reporting, including timelines

990

•

Capability (and experience) for expedited reporting and evaluation (at physician or registry level)

•

Capability (and experience) for periodic reporting of clinical outcomes and adverse events reported

994

•

Capability (and experience) for data cleaning, extraction, transformation and analysis

991
992

of severe suspected adverse reactions in primary data collection

993

by physicians, at individual-patient level and aggregated data level

995

•

Capability (and experience) for data transfer to external organisations

996

•

Capabilities for amendment of safety reporting processes

997

2.6. Quality requirements

998

•

Processes in place for quality planning, control, assurance and improvement

999

•

Data verification (method and frequency of verification)

1000

•

Missing data (statistics, trends, variables affected, management)

1001

•

Auditing practice

1002
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1003
1004
1005
1006

1007

Appendix 3. Overview of MAH responsibilities for individual case safety reports (ICSRs) where a registry-based study
fulfils the definition of a non-interventional study according to the clinical trial legislation.
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Appendix 4. Examples of recommended international terminologies for data elements

1008
Data elements

Terminologies

Weblinks

Diseases, diagnostics,
symptoms, indication
for use of medicine

ICD-9, ICD-10,
ICD-11

http://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/

ICD-o-3
(cancers)

http://codes.iarc.fr/
https://www.snomed.org/snomed-ct

SNOMED-CT
Rare disorders
(disease,
malformation
syndrome, clinical
syndrome,
morphological or
biological anomaly or
particular clinical
situation in the course
of a disorder)

Orphadata

http://www.orphadata.org/cgi-bin/inc/product1.inc.php

(entries are
crossreferenced with
ICD-11, OMIM,
UMLS, MeSH,
MedDRA)

https://hpo.jax.org/app/

Medicinal products

Article 57
database (EEA)

HPO (Human
Phenotype
Ontology)

ISO IDMP
standards and
related
terminologies

EMA website2
EMA website3
https://www.whocc.no/atc_ddd_index/
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/rxnorm/index.html

ATC
classification
RxNorm (US)
AESI, other adverse
events, suspected
adverse reactions

MedDRA

https://www.meddra.org/

CTCAE (cancer
therapies;
includes
MedDRA)

https://ctep.cancer.gov/protocolDevelopment/electronic_applications/ctc.htm
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1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015

Data elements

Terminologies

Weblinks

Routes of
administration,
pharmaceutical
dosage forms,
packaging, units of
administration

EDQM Standard
Terms
Database

https://www.edqm.eu/en/standard-terms-database

Test results units

Unified Code
for Units of
Measure
(UCUM)

http://unitsofmeasure.org/ucum.html

Genetic diagnosis

International
classification of
mutations
(HGVS)

http://www.hgvs.org/

Classification of
functioning/disability

ECOG

https://www.mdcalc.com/eastern-cooperative-oncology-group-ecog-performance-status

ICF

http://www.who.int/classifications/icf/whodasii/en/

Terminologies and
Formats for individual
case safety reports
(ICSR) specification

Code Sets and
Object
Identifiers
based on the
ICH E2BR(3)
ICSR
Implementation
Guide

http://estri.ich.org/e2br3/index.htm

https://www.genenames.org/

https://www.hma.eu/fileadmin/dateien/Human_Medicines/01About_HMA/Working_Groups/CTFG/2017_11_CTFG_Question_and_Answer_on_Reference_Safety_Information_2017.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/health/sites/health/files/files/eudralex/vol-10/regulation5362014_qa_en.pdf

In accordance with the Commission Implementing Regulation (EC) No 520/2012, Member States, marketing authorisation holders and the Agency shall apply MedDRA as the internationally agreed
standard terminology for the classification, retrieval, presentation, risk-benefit evaluation and assessment, electronic exchange and communication of pharmacovigilance and medicinal product
information.
2
http://www.ema.europa.eu/ema/index.jsp?curl=pages/regulation/general/general_content_001940.jsp&mid=WC0b01ac0580dd91db
3
http://www.ema.europa.eu/ema/index.jsp?curl=pages/regulation/general/general_content_001849.jsp&mid=WC0b01ac0580bf85bb
1

